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What’s Growing in Cucamonga?

SKYREACH L&S Extrusions (USA) Corp. is proud to announce the growth of its USA Headquarters
in California. As preparations are made to move into a new 92,000 square foot warehousing,
fabrication and distribution facility in Rancho Cucamonga, the metamorphosis of the team and
infrastructure is taking shape.
After dedicating time to understanding the market and product preferences, General Manager Gavin
Taylor is excited to offer a series of product lines—in particular, window and patio door systems.
“We’re in a position to introduce and supply products that have been specifically designed to meet
the habits, tastes and requirements of the Western USA market”, says Gavin. “We’ll continue to
build on a strong foundation and expand our efforts within the Fabricator and Window and Door
Dealer channel across the Western USA.”
With plans to explore and expand into the Building Products Distribution and Dealer Channel,
SKYREACH L&S Extrusions (USA) Corp. is prepared to expand its product offering to other markets,
including Fencing; Non-Fenestration Custom Profiles; Moulding and Trim; and Fiber Casement
Siding and Board. Please visit the Skyreach website for the full story.

What’s Growing in Cucamonga? (continued)
Visit www.skyreachls.com to learn more about the California Headquarters, or contact Gavin
Taylor, General Manager, California Headquarters: gtaylor@skyreachls.com.
SKYREACH L&S Extrusions Corp. was reinvented from its precursor in 2011 when a Hong Kong
listed company, LIANSU Holding – Stock Code 2128, invested heavily to establish manufacturing
facilities in Canada, USA and China. The first North American manufacturing facility and the
Canadian headquarters is located in Vaughan, ON, Canada. SKYREACH’s first warehouse and
fabrication facility in the USA was established in Orange, CA. As a matter of course, warehouse and
manufacturing operations have been set up in the Chicago, IL area of the midwest to further meet
increasing demand.
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